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Sorna Corporation Releases Vertex v3.10 

EAGAN, MN – June 13, 2023 – Sorna Corporation continues to innovate enterprise image sharing with the 
latest release of Vertex v3.10. and the introduction of Vertex Upload. With the newest Vertex Platform 
product, facilities can send a request to patients and providers to upload DICOM and non-DICOM data. 
Patients and providers securely upload images and documents directly to your Vertex Inbox via cloud-brokered 
stream with on-prem storage, no cloud storage, and no account set up.  

 
“Vertex Upload is an excellent example of Sorna’s strong bond with our customers. Upload was created from 
customer feedback and is designed to overcome the challenges facilities are experiencing when requesting and 
receiving DICOM and non-DICOM data from patients and providers.” – Cyrus Samari, Executive VP 
  
Sorna is also excited to announce that Vertex CD is now Vertex CD+ - automated DICOM CD burning, USB 
production; and importing.  CD+ supports the integration of the Vertex RX4 USB production system for fast and 
secure distribution of large datasets on USB media.  
 
Additional new features and enhancements can be found at www.sorna.com.  

For current users, please contact your sales representative to receive a full list of features.  Upgrade inquiries 

can be sent to sales@sorna.com.  

 
 

ABOUT SORNA CORPORATION 

Since 1999, after pioneering automated CD production, Sorna has developed groundbreaking solutions that 

simplify the distribution and management of medical studies for healthcare professionals. In 2020, Sorna 

expanded its substantial footprint in the enterprise imaging market by introducing the Vertex Platform – a 

collection of individually-licensed applications designed to simplify enterprise imaging needs. We continue our 

commitment to delivering industry-leading products that support our motto: Harmony. Innovation. Simplicity. 
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Media Inquiries: 

Cyrus Samari ● cyrus@sorna.com  
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